
Agenda 9/24 
  
Attendance: Glenda, Shaila, Stephanie, Gargi, Natalie, Natasha, Alyssia 
  
Agenda Points 
  
Important Dates 
>Next Work Session/Pot Luck: Saturday/ 9/28, Shaila's apartment 
>October 22

nd
 Stop and Frisk Awareness Month 

>November 25
th

, 16 Days Against Gender Based Violence Kick Off 

 

Tasks 
> Gina: Send quotes for the article on why we need a Multi- Cultural Gender Resource Center 

>Plan events for the spring kick off events/ women leadership summit 
>Launching Sexual Harassment/Sexual Assault awareness campaign 
-Gargi: Photo Docu/speak/ speak out: Anyone can be a face domestic violence: combating silence 
-Shaila: Talk to Sister Assantewaa about 16 days/ Women’s center Ad-Hoc committee 
>Action/ Petition: Get Collin Powell Name off of Diploma 
>Gargi:Contact person From ACLU for Stop and Frisk awareness month 
>Natalie: Get in contact with Collin Powell Center person who coordinated stop-frisk event 
> Gargi: Contact: Dr. Charlotte Martin for further conversations about movie screening/joining campaign for 

womens center/ as well as securing a space for The invisible war 
>Gargi: Masculinity Circle/ Find out if it's okay to have this event in the Macaulay Honor space 

 
Events 

 Event: Stop and Frisk/ Law Suits on Stop and Frisk 

Contact: PROP 
Veronica A./ involved with PROP 
-Focus on Trans* identities/ LGB 
-Police Brutality, criminalization of black/brown youth culture 

 Movie Screening: The Invisible War 

at The Macaulay Building/ Gargi 
-Contact: Doc Charlotte Martin 
-Will serve as opening Conversation about the Militarization of CUNY 

 Event: Militarization Roundtable discussion/ How has the military effected you personally? 

What has the military/imperialism has meant for you and your family? 

Discussion Topics 

-Militarization: highlight intersections between women's/LGBT oppression which 
promotes an unhealthy masculinity/ and rape culture ->Leads into a discussion about how we want to create a 

campus going culture that promotes healthy masculinity, and institutions that curb Women's/LGBT oppression, and 

providing alternatives to ROTC 
-Addressing how conversations about militarization are not accessible to folks outside anti war circles/easier to 

politicize folks who are not in anti-war circles 
-Critical analysis of Collin Powell Center/ROTC/ Breaking Down Peatreus/ Conceptualizing the problem/trends/ 

Military industrial Complex/ deconstructing discourse of leadership and advancement that encourages women 



leadership I an hegemonic imperialist framework/ how oppressed groups are co-opted/Transphobia in Anti- War 

community, Queering the movement 
-Possibly Have this event in the Macaulay Honors Building/ Gargi 
-Rotc: No discrimination Laws 

 

 Event: *Masculinity Circle*Quentin Walcot: Definitions of Manhood/Deconstructing Manhood 

-Berman: How Hip Hop Saved New York City 
-Metal: Documents violence of women/ and partners/ incorporating music into the conversation 
-highlighting across diff genres of music, how masculinity shapes men 
-Pop Culture/ Disney/Movies, etc 

 

 Event: Robin Thicke Blurred Lines/ Vision Board addressing rape culture + discussions+ Jokes 

from comedy 

-Look for images and sound bites/ images, magazines, popular culture (super bad, knocked up, etc). 
-Pop culture and rape culture, lets analyze the systems of power and oppression 

 


